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International Conference Advanced Suspension Systems USA 

The first USA forum focusing on advanced suspension technologies – electronics, electrification, chassis control, autonomous 

cars and light weight materials  

17/04/2019 – Taking place from the 30
th

 July to the 1
st

 of August in Ann Arbor, Michigan, the first International Advanced 

Suspension Systems Conference will bring the next generation suspension systems to enhance quality of suspension, chassis and 

vehicle dynamics. Industry professionals from OEMs, Tier 1’s and valuable component solution providers will come together to 

exchange knowledge, ideas and real-world strategies for the competitive chassis industry. 

A simple, cost-effective spring, and shock suspension system is no longer the only determinant to achieve customer satisfaction. 

Thus, we treat suspensions as one of the most important components of the chassis – rather than an auxiliary system. As 

electronics, electrification, chassis control, autonomous cars and lightweight design have all become immanent influencers. 

What trends shape the suspension systems industry? 

IQPC’s conference highlights The State-of-the-Art suspension technologies, advances in vehicle dynamics control, and 

lightweight technology. This conference will answer you the following questions, among many others: 

 Latest developments and future trends in semi-active and active suspensions 

 Optimal approaches to the integration of electronics systems 

 Innovations in lightweight technology for light and heavy duty vehicles 

 New methods in vehicle dynamics control for increased comfort and safety 

The International Suspension System Conference is the USA’s meeting point focussing on advanced suspension technologies, 

which connects delegates from all over the world to discuss the state-of-the-art suspension technologies. Join the conference in 

Ann Arbor, USA to become part of the suspension systems shift and benefit from new innovations that can help you to enhance 

customer satisfaction! 

This expert forum will bring together major players of the suspension system industry such as Tenneco Automotive Belgium, 

Innovation and Technology Gabriel India Ltd. India, LLC USA and many more. 

For more information and details concerning speakers and presentations visit: 

http://bit.ly/_Suspension_Systems_Agenda_2019 

http://bit.ly/_Suspension_Systems_Agenda_2019

